IN THE COMMUNITY

Wegmans Leadership Group
13thirty is proud to partner with the Wegmans Leadership Group in a number of important initiatives, including exciting renovations to the Rochester Center! Stay tuned!

Balkan Motors Partnership
Looking for a new car? 13thirty is partnering with Balkan Motors! Once local businesses are back open, Balkan will donate $10/test drive and $100/car sold on the 13th and 30th of every month.

13thirty Parents at RMHC
13thirty parents prepared a home cooked pasta dinner to help hearts heal at the Ronald McDonald House.

WHAT'S NEW
Let's Taco 'Bout It!
Tuesday's aren't complete without Tacos! AYAs spent the evening enjoying a taco bar while discussing perspectives and perceptions.

March/April

SPOTLIGHT
AYA Cancer Awareness Month
The past few weeks have been difficult, and the future is still unknown, but our mission must continue.

We are always here for our teens and young adults with cancer, their families, and our entire 13thirty community, especially during this uncharted time.

Let's join up this April for AYA Cancer Awareness Month and show the world how strong the 13thirty community is.

Together, let's keep active and connected (virtually!) through #30daysof13thirty!

Follow along on social media and at 13thirty.org for a full calendar of virtual challenges throughout AYA Cancer Awareness Month this April.

13thirty Cancer Connect
The mission of 13thirty Cancer Connect is to help adolescents and young adults (AYAs) impacted by cancer live their very best lives - TODAY!
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